Clarke Infinity specialises in smart homes,
experts in AV that transforms houses and
living experiences – bespoke design and
installation, sound and entertainment, lighting,
home cinema, automation and control, CCTV
and security, through to full system support.
Established over 30 years ago, Clarke Infinity
is one of the oldest companies within the AV
industry in the UK. Our bespoke service draws
heavily on the invaluable expertise our team
has acquired over the years and we boast a
large residential and commercial client base
both in the UK and Internationally.
We are known for creating fully controllable
environments with each system designed to
cater for our customers’ specific and often
demanding needs, guaranteeing a simple
operation at all times.

Trusted Options
– Quality Assured
Our specialist team deliver an exceptional
standard of work throughout the design
process, installation and aftercare.
Clarke Infinity is an accredited member of
CEDIA (Custom Electronics Design and
Installation Association – the international
trade association of companies that specialise
in designing and installing electronic systems
for the home) and have been for over 10 years.
This ensures that the work is of the highest
standard with every project meeting strict
CEDIA requirements.
We pride ourselves on building excellent
long-standing relationships and understand
working to agreed schedule and budgets,
communicating effectively with our customers.

Our Services
• Automation and Control

• Home Cinema

• User Training

• Audio Visual Systems

• Wi-Fi

• Turn-Key Solutions

• Lighting Solutions

• Security Installations

• Full System Support

Working Together
creating the Dream
We work with you to make your AV dreams a
reality; from the smallest of aerial installations
to the greatest home cinemas, Clarke Infinity
offer the same supreme service.
Our expertise is unrivalled and our high-end
technical knowledge ensures a tailored solution
to suit your lifestyle needs. Whether that is
a lighting solution to reflect every occasion;
from reading in bed to mood lighting at a
dinner party; or a home cinema that is preprogrammed so you simply touch a button on
a control panel or phone and your smart home
dims the lights, lowers the blinds, turns on the
home cinema projector and movie server and
reclines your seat creating the perfect movie
watching environment.
We take time to understand your needs and
ensure that each system is simple, intuitive and
personalised. We review plans, visit the site/
property and liaise with interior designers,
architects, contractors, and most importantly,
we talk to you to get a full understanding of
what you are looking to ultimately achieve.
When it comes to home entertainment or
security needs, we are trusted by our highend residential clients all over the world
because we offer a bespoke service that draws
heavily on our holistic expertise. Whatever the
environment, we can tailor a solution to suit
your lifestyle needs.

Talk to the team at Clarke Infinity on 01277
624444 and make your home work for you.

“We are thrilled with the work delivered by Clarke Infinity!
From our initial meeting to talk about our aspirations, through
to the design and the installers, we were hugely impressed
with their professionalism and expertise. We would highly
recommend them – they listen and deliver!” Client, Jean Cooper

AUTOMATION AND CONTROL
Clarke Infinity is one of the leading suppliers
of advanced integrated control systems in
residential, commercial and marine installations.
With so many devices in a property, such as
lighting, security, music and entertainment
systems, heating and cooling, a control system
ties all these together allowing you to control
everything from a touch screen, button panel
or phone. Cables criss-crossing your house and
multiple remotes are a thing of the past.
A control system is the “brain” of your property
making your home smart and work for you.
Our AV solutions complement your property,
making your home even more comfortable,
energy-efficient, secure and enjoyable.
Each control system is completely custom
programmed to suit your requirements,
enabling us to provide a fully customised and
updateable solution, allowing technology to
make your life easier and move with the times.
Whether you are after a fully automated home,
a lighting solution where your lights and blinds
are pre-programmed to respond to changing
occasions, seasons and light levels or your
system programmed with a movie option where
one button from your phone turns on your TV
and DVD player, streams a movie from your
movie library, selects the correct input on the
surround sound amplifier and dims the lights,
we can help.

Talk to the team at Clarke Infinity on 01277
624444 and make your home work for you.

AUDIO
Enjoy music effortlessly throughout your
home with an audio system installed for your
listening pleasure.
Our specialist team can make your AV dreams
come true with stunning state of the art
integrated digital music systems that can deliver
audio and video to each room, each floor, and
each area of your home, through to advice and
installation of incredible speakers and digital
power amplifiers delivering amazing sound and
controllers with built-in music server, making it
easy to appreciate your favourite music in high
definition audio.
Our custom designed systems allow you to
choose from and operate all of your audio and
video options from your personal collection
(DVD, CDs, ipod) satellite, radio, favourite
streaming music services and more from any
touch screen in your home. Play one song in
the kitchen and a different song in the garden,
or stream the same song to every-room.
All you have to do is tell us what you would like
and our programming team prepares specific
buttons on your touch screens that give you
immediate access to the programming you
want, making everything just the touch of a
button away.
We design open platforms system which enables
us to work with leading brands, ensuring you
have ultimate choice over the devices and
products you wish to use.
Talk to the team at Clarke Infinity on
01277 624444 and enjoy effortless audio
at your fingertips.

Client, Danny West said:

“I have loved music all my life and the sound system that was
designed and installed by Clarke Infinity takes my passion for music
to another level. The sound is truly outstanding and the service
delivered by Clarke Infinity was first-class.”

Audio Optimisation
Achieve audio perfection with an audio
survey, test your room and ensure the best
quality acoustics.
• Audio Optimisation
• Acoustic Design
• Acoustic Treatment
Even the very best sound equipment is affected
by the acoustic environment, if a room echoes
and reverberates equipment will not achieve its
full audio potential. An acoustic survey provides
the data to allow you to create the best
possible acoustic environment whatever the
room, be it your kitchen, lounge, home cinema
or a public building.
Contact the team at Clarke Infinity on 01277
624444 to book an audio survey.

MULTI-ROOM AV
HD VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
Our versatile solutions, designed for you,
deliver the perfect fusion of multi-room, highresolution audio and smart home automation.
Enjoy multi-room AV installed in your home,
this will not only dramatically improve on the
factory sound from your TVs but will enable
you to link not just your Audio but all of your
High Definition Video sources together to
achieve seamless integration.
Watch TV, enjoy Sky, access your movies,
stream video, power up a game or enjoy
your music library, integrate your Apple TV,
Amazon Fire, Netflix, Hulu, access your CCTV
and more throughout your home. Access
multiple sources and send to numerous TVs
throughout your home in HD, effortlessly.
This along with synchronised audio will create
a fantastic environment to play movies, listen
to your favourite tracks and entertain your
friends effortlessly.

CD/DVD SERVER
A movie server is a great addition to any home,
providing central storage of music and movies
which can be access via your multi-room AV
system. This enables you to enjoy your movie/
music library throughout your home at the
touch of a button using a simple interface
without buffering or scrabbling around with
a DVD or CD player.

WI-FI
Excellent Wi-Fi has become a vital ingredient of
our daily lives which we expect to work flawlessly.
Wi-Fi is central to AV installation and modern
day living.
Clarke Infinity recommend Ruckus which is
presently the best on the market for secure, high
quality, Wi-Fi. Just some of the benefits include:
•
•
•
•

Wi-Fi coverage for the entire property
Multi-networks set up
Pre-programmable settings
Excellent reliability

Talk to the team at Clarke Infinity on 01277 624444
about a Wi-Fi package to suit you.

4K HD
4K HD is the new standard for high-definition
video and is redefining the home entertainment
experience. Enjoy films, stream video and
experience a whole new level of gaming with
stunning 4K HD distributed throughout your home.
We can recommend and install complete systems
or suggest open platform options that can utilise
your existing TV and home cinema if you wish.

HOME CINEMAS
Create a luxurious cinema in your home – a
haven for you to enjoy music, gaming and film.
A Clarke Home Cinema, seeks to reproduce
cinema quality visual and audio within your
home. No detail is overlooked - we deliver
the most performance and style out of every
system we create. Attention is paid to each
part of the system, from lighting right through
to drapes, everything is designed with your
enjoyment in mind.
Designed by our expert team, your bespoke
cinema will deliver an amazing experience,
reflect your lifestyle, be reliable and intuitive
to use.
Quality audio reproduction is achieved with a
state-of-the-art high fidelity surround sound
system which creates immersing and life-like
audio. The video aspect usually involves a high
definition television or a projection system with
movie screen. Technically, your home cinema
can be as basic as you require, or as complex
and sophisticated as your house allows.

Cinemas by Clarke Infinity…
• Stunning surround sound
• 4K Projectors
• Automated blinds
• Bespoke seating
• Storage devices for scrolling movies
• Pre-programmable lighting to set the mood
• Dolby Atmos sound
• Room acoustics
• Luxury

“From start to finish, the team at Clarke Infinity
have been excellent, they understood what we
wanted and made it happen – our expectations
have been surpassed.” Client, Darren Wickins

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
Lighting adds elegance and ambience to any
space, sets the mood and enhances safety.
At Clarke Lighting, we have a team of specialist
lighting designers who will advise you as to the
very best way to light your living environment.
Make your home appear occupied while you are
away. Raise or dim any light in the room or the
entire house, turn on or off multiple rooms or
throughout your home with a single touch. It’s
more than smart lighting; it’s about enhancing
your living experiences.
The lighting solutions would be fully customised
and pre-programmed to suit how you live –
reflecting your lifestyle and changing moods.
This creates the perfect lighting, whether
relaxing watching a film, reading in bed or
entertaining in the garden at night.

Our team would design a lighting solution
tailored to you…
• f ully integrated lighting system that
provides you with a complete lighting
control system, transforming each area as
the mood dictates
• f ully maintained security lighting systems
to control landscape and exterior lighting
without the need for times and switches
• ‘All off switch’ – ensuring leaving the house
or heading to bed is hassle free
• s eamlessly integrating the control of
electric light and daylight
• s tunning lighting that dramatises
architectural features
• c
 ontrol individual lights and automated
• delivering energy efficiencies
Contact Clarke Infinity’s Lighting designer now
on 01277 624444 to discuss how an effective
lighting system could benefit your home.

SECURITY INSTALLATIONS
Clarke Infinity are specialists in security
installations from intercom to CCTV solutions
putting your safety and security at the
forefront of plans.
Just some of the benefits of our security
installations:
• reliable
• cost effective
• discrete solutions
• integrated with existing systems
• accessible via smart phones and tablets
• s tandard definition and
full high definition options
• night vision cameras
• software to monitor unusual behaviour

What the client said…

“We really enjoyed working
with Clarke Infinity, their
expert knowledge and
professionalism were a
great addition to the team
and the finished result is
impressive and has the
WOW factor we were after!”

CCTV

INTERCOM

CCTV is an integral part of home security
with systems influenced by smart TV’s, tablets
and phones systems allowing you to view
and navigate through your camera system
effortlessly.

Intercom that works for you…

Access your CCTV system from your phone or
tablet from anywhere in the world. This along
with email notifications sent directly to your
phone if a sensor beam is triggered, gives you
the best opportunity to react as fast as possible
to anybody trespassing or a possible break-in.
CCTV Systems come in all shapes and sizes.
Please talk to our team to advise you on the
best solution for you and your home.

Clarke Infinity deliver an exceptional audio and
video intercom experience that can be completely
integrated within your home, providing you a
greater sense of comfort and safety.
Would you like to monitor who is at the front door
or your front gate? Our installations let you view
your front door before answering and so much
more. Features include cameras with infrared light
and night vision, the ability to view video and open
doors from your phone and an integrated camera
which captures a picture of your visitors when they
press the door button and, if you wish, emails the
images to you; all delivering the ultimate in security
for you and your home.
Just some of the benefits of our intercom solutions:
• Luxurious designs
• R
 obust, durable systems designed to work
seamlessly in the harshest weather conditions
• Easy integration with third-party CCTV systems
• Compatibility with Crestron, Control 4 and other
smart control systems
• Picture to email – capturing every visitor even
if you are away from home with the exact time
they visited and a number of images
• Pre-programmable

options to make the system
work for you whether that is emailing you photos
of visitors or programming the house alarm to
sound if the door is forced, the system is tailored
by the team at Clarke Infinity to your needs
• Peace of mind
Please contact us if you would like to arrange an
appointment to talk about a security installation for
your home.

BEHIND THE SCENES	
At Clarke Infinity, our experienced team will design a
solution that works for you and your property. We design
systems that tidy away cabling, maximise performance and
safeguard equipment.
Our teams’ technical knowledge, combined with years of
practical application, ensure you are in safe hands. We are best
placed to advise you regarding a range of “behind the scenes”
options, from a bespoke equipment rack in an air-conditioned
room, a small rack in a cupboard, electrical surge protection,
battery back-ups for essential equipment such as your router,
Wi-Fi, CCTV and intercom, and much more.
We will talk you through a range of options from perfect
scenarios to practical solutions and find the best for you.
Talk to the team at Clarke Infinity today on 01277 624444.

SYSTEM SUPPORT
We offer a bespoke service and each system is completely
custom programmed to suit your requirements, enabling us to
provide a fully customised and updateable solution, allowing
technology to make your life easier and move with the times.
We pride ourselves on delivering systems that exceed
expectations yet are simple and intuitive to use. We offer full
user training and system support so you can feel confident you
are in safe hands.

TAILORED TO YOU
Our AV solutions are tailored to you – making your home work
for you and your life easier.
We believe the design of any AV is fundamental and we ensure
that your dreams are transformed into reality by careful and
considerate design. Whether you are considering a starter
package or a fully automated home or cinema, you can be
assured of our excellent service and attention.

Working with the best partners to deliver stunning solutions

Clarke Infinity Ltd
Unit 2 Radford Business Centre
Radford Crescent
Billericay
CM12 0DP
T: 01277 624444
E: info@clarkeinfinity.com
www.clarkeinfinity.com

